
8.513 Lecture 14

Coherent backscattering
Weak localization

Aharonov-Bohm effect



Light diffusion; Speckle patterns; 

phase-averaged
Speckles in coherent 
backscattering



Coherent backscattering



Contribution of multiple 
scattering processes



Weak localization







One out of many experimental 
studies of weak localization

Two-dimensional quasi 1D normal 
metal strips of width W
Licini, Dolan, Bishop (1985)
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Aharonov-Bohm effect in 
conductors





AB-effect with a double-flux 
quantum period 0=2hc/e

10 Oe = 1 mT







Mesoscopic AB-effect with a 
single-quantum period 0=hc/e



Magnetoresistance in a larger field 
range: coexistence of AB effect and 

mesoscopic  fluctuations

● Mesoscopic sample-specific 
fluctuations sampled by 
conductance dependence on 
some parameter (e.g. gate 
voltage, E or B fields)

● Typical conductance variation 
e^2/h

● The period of AB effect is 
single-flux quantum (lack of 
avreraging)



Averaging over many rings

Umbach et al. PRL 56, 386 (1986)



Univerasal conductance 
fluctuations

Boris Altshuler, Patrick Lee, Doug Stone
simulatneously (1985)



Antilocalization in the presence 
of spin-orbital scattering

● Sign reversal of weak 
localization (Hikami, Larkin, 
Nagaoka, Prog. Theor. Phys. 63, 707 
(1980))

● Pancharatnam-Berry phase 
argument, generalized for 
random scattering (Meir, Gefen, 
Entin-Wohlmann, PRL 63, 798 (1989))

● Measured directly via AB 
oscillation period splititng 
(Morpurgo et al. PRL80, 1050 (1998))

Anandan, Christian and  Wanelik "Geometric phases in 
physics". Am. J. Phys. 65: 180 (1997).



Berry phase in SO scattering



?



Anderson localization

A non-interacting electron in a random potential may be localized.

Anderson (1957)

Gang of four (1979): scaling theory

Weak localization P.A. Lee, H. Fukuyama, A. Larkin, S. Hikami, ….

well-understood area in condensed-matter physics

Unsolved problems:

Theoretical description of critical points

Scaling theory for critical phenomena in disordered systems



A non-interacting electron moving in random potential

Quantum interference of scattering waves

Anderson localization of electrons

E

extended

localizedlocalized

extended

localized

critical

Ec



Scaling theory (gang of four, 1979)

Metal:

Insulator:

A metal-insulator transition at g=gc is continuous (d>2).

Conductance      changes when system size      is changed.

All wave functions are localized below two dimensions!



anti-localization

critical point in 2D

symplectic class:  ○ time-reversal,     ×  spin-rotation
                              spin-orbit interaction

Metal-insulator transition in 2D

3 symmetry classes (orthogonal, unitary, symplectic)



?





But my recollection is that, on the whole, the But my recollection is that, on the whole, the 
attitude was one of humoring me.attitude was one of humoring me.

Tight binding model

Vij nearest neighbors, εI random potential

What if I place a particle in a random potential and wait?

Technique: Looking for inestabilities 
in a locator expansion

Interactions?

Disbelief?,  
against the spirit 
of band theory

Correctly predicts a metal-insulator transition in 3d and 
localization in 1d

Not rigorous! Small 
denominators

4202 citations!



No control on the approximation.No control on the approximation.

  It should be a good approx for d>>2. It should be a good approx for d>>2. 

It predicts correctly localization in 1d It predicts correctly localization in 1d 
and a transition in 3dand a transition in 3d

= 0
metal

insulator

> 0

metal

insulator

∼ η

The distribution of the self energy SThe distribution of the self energy Sii (E)  (E) 
is sensitive to localization.is sensitive to localization.

)(Im ηiESi +=Γ

Perturbation theory around the Perturbation theory around the 
insulator limit (locator expansion). insulator limit (locator expansion). 



Energy ScalesEnergy Scales

1. Mean level spacing:1. Mean level spacing:
2. Thouless energy:      2. Thouless energy:      
ttTT(L) (L)   is the travel time to cross a box of size L is the travel time to cross a box of size L 
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Scaling theory of localizationScaling theory of localization  Phys. Rev. Lett. 42, 673 
(1979), Gang of four. 
Based on 
Thouless,Wegner, 
scaling ideas



Scaling theory of Scaling theory of 
localizationlocalization
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The change in the 
conductance with the system 
size only depends on the 
conductance itself
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Weak localizationWeak localization



Predictions of the scaling Predictions of the scaling 
theory at the transitiontheory at the transition

dttr /22 )( ∝

dd LLDqqD −− ∝∝ 22 )()(

1. Diffusion becomes anomalous1. Diffusion becomes anomalous

2. Diffusion coefficient become size and 2. Diffusion coefficient become size and 
momentum dependentmomentum dependent

3.  g=g3.  g=gcc is scale invariant therefore level statistics are  is scale invariant therefore level statistics are 
scale invariant as wellscale invariant as well

Imry, Slevin

Chalker



1.Cooperons (Langer-Neal, maximally crossed, responsible for weak 
localization)  and Diffusons (no localization, semiclassical) can be combined.

3. Accurate in d ~2.

Weak localization 

Self consistent condition (Wolfle-Volhardt)

No control on the approximation!

Positive correction to 
the resistivity of a metal 
at low T



Predictions of the self consistent theory Predictions of the self consistent theory 
at the transitionat the transition
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1. Critical exponents:1. Critical exponents:

2. Transition for d>2

Vollhardt, Wolfle,1982

3. Correct for d ~ 2

Disagreement with 
numerical simulations!!

Why?



1. Always perturbative around the metallic (Vollhardt 1. Always perturbative around the metallic (Vollhardt 
& Wolfle) or the insulator state (Anderson, Abou & Wolfle) or the insulator state (Anderson, Abou 
Chacra, Thouless) .Chacra, Thouless) .

                      A new basis for localization is neededA new basis for localization is needed          
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Why do self consistent Why do self consistent 
methods fail for d = 3?methods fail for d = 3?

2. Anomalous diffusion at the transition 2. Anomalous diffusion at the transition 
(predicted by the scaling theory) is not taken (predicted by the scaling theory) is not taken 
into account.into account.




